ATD-80325

1.3W COB LED Rechargeable Pocket Light

Instruction Manual

Features and Specifications:

- 1.3-Watt super-bright COB LED
- 3.7 Volt 1200mAh Li-Ion rechargeable battery
- Up to 2.5~3.5 hours of continuous use
- Automatic shut off and overcharge protection prolongs battery life
- Magnetic base swivels 180 degrees
- 360 degree rotating hook
- UL listed charger
- ATD-80326 - Optional nylon belt loop carrying pouch (not included)

Made in China to ATD Tools, Inc Specifications
Visit us at www.atdtools.com
California Prop 65 WARNING:
This product contains chemicals including lead, known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. Wash hands after handling.

General Safety Warnings:

WARNING: The instructions and warnings contained in this manual should be read and understood before using or operating this light. Do not allow anyone to use or operate this light until they have read this manual and have developed a thorough understanding of how this light works. Failure to observe any of the following instructions could result in severe personal injury to light user and bystanders, or cause damage to the light and property. Keep this manual for future reference.

Note: The warnings and cautions discussed in this instruction manual cannot cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur. It must be understood by the operator that common sense and caution are factors which cannot be built into this product, but must be supplied by the operator.

WARNING: Use safety equipment. Users and bystanders should use safety goggles or safety glasses with side shields which comply with current national standards, or when needed, a face shield. Use an ANSI approved dust mask or respirator when working around metal, wood, and chemical dusts and mist. This applies to all persons in the work area. Also use non-skid safety shoes, hardhat, gloves, dust collection systems, and hearing protection when appropriate.

WARNING: Keep bystanders and children out of the work area while operating this light.

WARNING: Always keep your work area clean, uncluttered, and well lit. Cluttered or dark areas invite accidents and injuries. DO NOT work on floor surfaces that are slippery.

WARNING: Do not operate this light if you are tired or under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or medications that could affect your ability to use the light properly.

WARNING: Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry as they can be caught in moving parts. Wear restrictive hair covering to contain long hair.

WARNING: Do not reach over or across running machines. Keep proper footing and balance at all times. Non-skid footwear is recommended when working.

Electrical Safety Warnings:

WARNING: To reduce the risk of electric shock, DO NOT use in damp conditions, on wet surfaces, or expose to rain. Do not plug in the charger or operate it with wet hands or while standing in water.
WARNING: Never use the cord for carrying, pulling or unplugging the charger. Grasp plug and pull to disconnect from outlet. Keep cord away from heat, oil, sharp edges or moving parts. Replace damaged cords immediately.

WARNING: Care should be taken to arrange the cord so it will not be stepped on, tripped over, or otherwise subjected to damage or stress.

WARNING: Never attempt to plug in or operate equipment with defective or damaged wires, power cord or power cord plug. Have any defective or damaged parts replaced immediately by qualified personnel.

ATD-80325 Specific Safety Instructions:

WARNING: The charger must be connected to 120V power source as specified. All wiring should be performed by a qualified electrician.

WARNING: Disconnect power before installing or servicing.

WARNING: These fixtures are not intended to be used in potentially dangerous locations, such as flammable or explosive atmospheres.

WARNING: Keep plugs and receptacles dry.

WARNING: Keep out of reach of children

WARNING: Keep lamp away from热 objects

ATD-80325 Operating Instructions:

• To use, plug the charging unit into an 110-120 VAC power source, such as a wall receptacle. Let the unit fully charge until the indicator on the charger turns on before use.

• Charge this light every month if not in constant use, and after each use to insure longevity

• Press the switch at the top of the handle to turn unit on, press the switch again to turn it off.
ATD-80325

ITEM# | ORDERING PART# | PART DESCRIPTION                  | ITEM# | ORDERING PART# | PART DESCRIPTION                  |
-------|----------------|-----------------------------------|-------|----------------|-----------------------------------|
1      | PRT80325-01    | FRONT HOUSING                     | 12    | PRT80325-12    | HOOK PLATE                        |
2      | PRT80325-02    | TRANSPARENT COVER                 | 13    | PRT80325-13    | BACK HOUSING                      |
3      | PRT80325-03    | SCREW                             | 14    | PRT80325-14    | SCREW                             |
4      | PRT80325-04    | REFLECTOR PLATE                   | 15    | PRT80325-15    | HOOK                              |
5      | PRT80325-05    | COB LED                           | 16    | PRT80325-16    | DC BASE                           |
6      | PRT80325-06    | COB DELIVERY BOARD                | 17    | PRT80325-17    | FRONT BRACKET                     |
7      | PRT80325-07    | PCB+SWITCH                        | 18    | PRT80325-18    | MAGNET BOX                        |
8      | PRT80325-08    | BRACE                             | 19    | PRT80325-19    | SQUARE MAGNET                     |
9      | PRT80325-09    | SPRING HOOK                       | 20    | PRT80325-20    | MAGNET BOTTOM LABEL               |
10     | PRT80325-10    | LI-ION BATTERY                    | 21    | PRT80325-21    | BACK BRACKET                      |
11     | PRT80325-11    | BUTTON                            | 22    | PRT80325-22    | CHARGER                           |

* Also available (Optional) - ATD-80326 - Holster